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00 21 19 LB WK
Tool Card empty
for L-BOXX®

 

Strong box made of impact- and shock-proof ABS plastic●

Splash-proof●

Several boxes can be securely joined together●

Flexible inner partitions●

Handle can be lowered into a hollow in the lid to save space●

Ergonomically shaped handles with additional moulded recess on the●

side for flexible, convenient handling
With two-part tool holder made of hard-wearing polyester fabric●

Tool holders are connected to each other using hook-and-loop●

Top section with 10 pockets and 10 elastic straps●

Upper part of bottom section with 7 pockets and strap for hanging up●

the tool holder; can also be used to lift or lay the L-BOXX® down
Underneath of bottom section with 7 pockets and 7 elastic straps●

Load-bearing capacity up to 25 kg●

Two-part tool holder made of hard-wearing polyester fabric●

Tool holders are connected to each other using hook-and-loop●

Top tool holder (lid section) with 10 pockets and 10 elastic straps●

The upper tool holder is screwed to the lid of the L-BOXX®
●

Lower tool holder (bottom section) with 7 pockets and a strap for●

hanging up the tool holder on the top; can also be used to lift or place
in the L-BOXX®

Underneath of bottom section with 7 pockets and 7 elastic straps●

Lower tool holder can be removed from the L-BOXX® if necessary●

Dimensions (W x H x D): 375 x 55 x 310 mm●

Article No. 00 21 19 LB WK
EAN 4003773081609
Dimension exterior
(interior) width mm
mm

375 (-)

Dimension exterior
(interior) height mm
mm

55 (-)

Dimension exterior
(interior) depth mm
mm

310 (-)

Net weight g 935

technical change and errors excepted

L-BOXX® is a registered trademark of Sortimo International
GmbH


